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THE ACCENTUATION OF THE BALTIC PRETERIT (AND OF 
THE BALTO-SLAVIC ā-AORIST)

Abstract. The Proto-Baltic ē-preterit to ia-presents was normally accented on 
the root, as expected from a Balto-Slavic perspective and as borne out by close 
consideration of Baltic circumflex metatony and related issues. Mobile ē-preterits 
were stressed on the suffix in mobile paradigms: Bl. *arē ̍ ‘ploughed’ (Lith. ãrė). In 
its turn Bl. *arē ̍goes back to early Bl. *ariā,̍ which implies that Balto-Slavic mobile 
ā-aorists were accented on the aorist marker at least in the 3rd singular: Bl.-Sl. *ar-ā.̍
Keywords: Baltic; Slavic; Balto-Slavic; preterit; aorist; accent; metatony; ablaut.

1. It is well known that language development always deletes part of the 
evidence from our sight, sometimes making the reconstruction of specific 
forms effectively impossible. In this article I will be concerned with one such 
case: the accentuation of the Baltic preterit (and, indirectly, of the Balto-
Slavic ā-aorist). Luckily, even apparently intractable issues may be illuminated 
by new data, sometimes coming from entirely unsuspected corners. In this 
case, I submit, the key new element is the phonetics of Baltic circumflex 
metatony. Although the argument is necessarily convoluted, I hope to show 
that due consideration of all issues involved allows us to reconstruct part of 
the accentuation of the Baltic preterit and, perhaps more interestingly, of the 
Balto-Slavic ā-aorist.

The article is structured as follows. I first introduce the basic facts about the 
Balto-Slavic ā-aorist (§2), the Baltic preterit system (§3) and its accentuation 
(§4). I should note from the outset that the focus here is on stress position, 
not on morphology. In §5 I discuss the ablaut of the Baltic ē-preterit, whose 
characteristic lengthened grade arose through the same process responsible 
for Baltic circumflex metatony. This is discussed in §6. I then argue that a 
better understanding of Baltic circumflex metatony allows us to specify, in 
part, the accentuation of the Baltic ē-preterit and, indirectly, of the Baltic 
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ā-preterit and the Balto-Slavic ā-aorist (§§7-9). In the conclusions (§10) 
I highlight some issues raised by the reconstruction of the Baltic preterit 
defended here.1

2. I have discussed the Balto-Slavic ā-aorist in detail in Vi l l anueva 
Svens son (2020), to which global reference is henceforth made. The Indo-
European origins of this formation need not deter us here (cf. Vi l l anueva 
Svens son 2020, 389–397). What matters for present purposes is the position 
of the ā-aorist in the Balto-Slavic verb system.

By late Balto-Slavic the ā-aorist was proper to a large subgroup of primary 
verbs with *-e/o- or *-e/o- present: Bl.-Sl. pres. *sek-e-ti, inf. *suk-tī, aor. 
*suk-ā-t ‘twist’ (Lith. sùkti, sùka, sùko, CS sъkati, sučǫ, aor. sъkaxъ), pres. 
*peš-e-ti, inf. *piš-tī, aor. *piš-ā-t ‘draw’ (Lith. piẽšti, -ia, -ė, OCS pьsati, pišǫ, 
aor. pьsaxъ). It was subject to specific Balto-Slavic tendencies (for instance, 
the ā-aorist seems to have been nearly exclusive beside e/o-presents to roots 
ending in a stop or a sibilant), but no specific Aktionsart can be attributed to 
this formation. From a formal point of view, the ā-aorist selected zero grade 
of the root and was paired with a suffixless infinitive stem. The *-ā- was 
non-acute, cf. Lith. 3 pirk̃o, 1 pl. pirk̃ome, 2 pl. pirk̃ote, with underlying /-õ-/.

Turning to stress position, the development of Baltic and Slavic seems 
to have rendered its reconstruction a hopeless enterprise. Baltic will be 
studied below. As for Slavic, the ā-aorist fully merged with iteratives and 
denominatives with second stem in -a- (OCS denom. dělati, -ajǫ, -axъ ‘do’, 
impf. sъ-birati, -ajǫ, -axъ ‘collect’). The way this happened need not deter 
us here. The point to emphasize is that this has rendered Slavic completely 
silent concerning the prosodic properties of the Balto-Slavic ā-aorist. The 
accentuation of the *-ā- of inherited ā-aorists like inf. *věj̋ati, aor. *věj̋axъ, 
*věj̋a (pres. *věj̋ǫ AP a), or inf. *bьrat̋i, aor. *bьrax̋ъ, *bьȑa (pres. *bȅrǫ 
AP c) is exactly the same as that of the second stem in *-ā-, including its 
acuteness and the accent curves of mobile aorists. It tells us nothing about 
the accentuation of the Balto-Slavic ā-aorist. For this we will have to rely on 

1  Conventions for Balto-Slavic and Baltic prosodic features: Ē = acute, Ē = non-
acute (or simply length, without specification of acuteness), E̍ = lexical stress, È = en-
clinomena. I keep the traditional notation for Proto-Slavic. Other typographical conven-
tions: X > Y is used when Y derives from X through regular sound change, X >> Y when 
non-trivial non-phonological changes are involved as well. X → Y is used for derivation.
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Baltic, which is, generally speaking, far less informative than Slavic as far as 
verb accentuation is concerned.

3. As is well known, Baltic has only two preterit suffixes: *-ā- and *-ē-. 
In Lithuanian they stand in complementary distribution with each other and 
are, with few exceptions, fully predictable from the present and/or infinitive 
stem:2 the ē-preterit is regular beside ia-presents (Lith. veĩkti, veĩkia, veĩkė 
‘do’) and in the causative-iterative type sakýti, sãko, sãkė ‘say’ (where the 
ā-present has replaced a Balto-Slavic ī-present, PIE *-ee/o-), whereas the 
ā-preterit is proper to nasal and sta-inchoatives (Lith. lìpti, lipa, lìpo ‘stick 
to’, virs̃ti, virs̃ta, virt̃o ‘turn into’) and to all suffixal formations (aug-ìnti, -ìna, 
-ìno ‘grow (tr.)’, galv-óti, -ója, -ójo ‘think’, budė́-ti, -i, -ė́jo ‘be awake’, mel-
úoti, -úoja, -ãvo ‘lie’, etc.). a-presents, finally, have both preterits depending 
on root structure (e.g. pirk̃ti, perk̃a, pirk̃o ‘buy’ vs. vèsti, vẽda, vẽdė ‘lead’), the 
ē-preterit being often a demonstrably late innovation (e.g. málti, mãla, mãlė 
‘grind’, contrast Lith. dial. mãlo, Latv. malu). Thus, there is every reason to 
believe that the ē-preterit originated beside *-a- and *-- presents and later 
expanded to some subtypes of a-presents.3

What has just been written points to a very specific historical analysis of 
the Baltic ē-preterit: it goes back to *-iā (see below §7 for justification of 
this form over a theoretically possible *-ā) and is, historically, an ā-preterit 
added to the *-(i)- of original presents in *-a and *-.4 This is not the place to 
argue at length for this theory, which has always figured among the dominant 
accounts of the ē-preterit. I refer to Vi l l anueva  Svens son (2005; 2014, 
241f.) for the main arguments, some of which, at any rate, will occupy us 
below §§5–9. An obvious inference of this view is that at some point Baltic 
extended the Balto-Slavic ā-aorist as the only preterit suffix of the language. 
The details of the process need not concern us here. In the following section 
we will examine what we know about the accentuation of the Baltic preterit.

2  S chm id  (1966; 1967) remain the best treatment of the distribution of the Baltic 
*-ā- and *-ē- preterits.

3  See Vi l l a nuev a  Sven s s on  (2005) for a more detailed defense of the views 
assumed here.

4  An extended discussion of the development Balto-Slavic ī-presents in Baltic can-
not be attempted here. My views are presented in Vi l l a nuev a  Sven s s on  (2023b, 
47–51).
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4. The matter, in my view, has not substantially changed since St ang 
(1966a, 458–467), at least as far data are concerned.5 Global reference is thus 
made to Stang’s treatment. Before proceeding further, it will be convenient 
to make explicit what we are looking for:

1. Information on the general structure of Proto-Baltic (and Proto-East-
Baltic) preterit accentuation (on the model of Slavic one expects it 
to correlate with mobility/immobility in the present stem, but on 
methodological grounds this cannot be taken for granted);

2. Information on the actual accent curves of mobile preterits (and, ideally, 
information on the precise accentological behavior of enclinomena, 
though this will not be discussed here).

In modern Lithuanian ā-preterits to non-acute roots are ‘immobile’ 
(i.e., the stress stays on the root when prefixes are attached, sùko - nesùko), 
whereas ē-preterits are ‘mobile’ (i.e., the stress shifts to the prefix, vẽdė – 
nèvedė) except in the type sakýti, sãko (sãkė - nesãkė). Acute roots are 
always ‘immobile’ (spréndė – nespréndė) and the same holds true for suffixal 
formations (minė́jo – neminė́jo, kósėjo – nekósėjo). It has always been clear 
that this system is innovative, just as Lithuanian verb accentuation in 
general terms.6 A glimpse at an older, pre-Lithuanian preterit accentuation 
is provided by agent nouns in -imas, which are derivationally dependent on 
the preterit. In modern Lithuanian primary verbs the suffix -ìmas regularly 
carries the stress: dėj-ìmas (← dė́ti, dẽda, dė́jo ‘put’). Root stress, however, is 
well represented down to the 19th century and, to a lesser degree, in some 
modern dialects (e.g. bū́rimas ← bùrti, -ia ‘conjure’, standard būrìmas). After 
a careful examination of Daukša’s facts S t ang  (1966a, 463–466) concludes 
that the two preterits *-ē- and *-ā- could be both mobile and immobile. 
He further observes that root stress (pointing to inherited immobility) is 
most prominent with nasal, -sta and -ia presents, especially those with a 
lengthened grade preterit. By contrast, suffix stress (pointing to inherited 
mobility) is at home beside a-presents and some subtypes of a- presents.

5  Stang’s treatment relied on work by earlier authorities (e.g. Būga  1924, XL–XLII 
or Sk a rd ž i u s  1935, 65–75, 199–202, 218–220, among others). A detailed Forschungs-
bericht would be out of place here.

6  See e.g. J a s a no f f  (2017, 195–199) for a short, but informative treatment of the 
main issues concerning the redistribution of Balto-Slavic mobility in Lithuanian.
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This is by and large expected from a Balto-Slavic perspective (in Slavic 
e- presents are typically mobile, whereas -ne- and -je- presents are typically 
immobile), but one must immediately add that Daukša’s text contains 
counterevidence, a non-negligible amount of variation, and abundant 
examples attested only once or twice (as duly acknowledged by Stang himself). 
Thus, I doubt much confidence can be put on the evidence provided by the 
accentuation of nouns in -imas. Moreover, this tells us nothing about the 
actual accent curves of mobile *-ē- and *-ā- preterits.

Latvian evidence is limited to acute roots, which have both the level 
tone (sẽt, -ju ‘sow’, burt̃, -ŗu ‘conjure’) and the broken tone (bêgt, -u ‘run’, 
aûst, -žu ‘weave’). This clearly implies that Latvian inherited mobile and 
immobile primary verbs. Several problems, however, stand on the way of 
a direct back projection of the Latvian data into Proto-Balto-Slavic or even 
Proto-Baltic. Even a cursory glance at the evidence assembled in Endzel in 
(1923, 562–607) quickly reveals that the broken tone predominates in -a-, 
-sta- and -ja- presents (other present stems do not display enough acute 
roots). In a Balto-Slavic perspective this is expected in the -a- presents, but 
not in the -sta- and -ja- presents. The broken tone strongly predominates in 
-ja- presents to roots ending in an obstruent (diêgt, -dzu ‘thread’, plêst, -šu 
‘tear’, laûzt, -žu ‘break’, uôst, -žu ‘smell’ etc.). In roots ending in a resonant, 
the level tone predominates with zero grade (irt̃, -ŗu ‘row’, kul̃t, -ļu ‘thresh’ 
etc.) and the broken tone with full grade (cet, -ļu ‘lift’, dzet, -ŗu ‘drink’ etc.), 
though the distribution is less marked than in roots ending in an obstruent. 
The a-presents display the same tendencies. It is evident that Latvian has 
implemented its own innovations. Moreover, tone variation is far from 
unknown in Latvian, and only occasionally can we be certain that it reflects 
something old.7

In short, Latvian ends up being as uninformative as Lithuanian, though 
for different reasons. The only certain conclusion is that, most likely, the two 
preterit suffixes could be both mobile and immobile. In addition, Latvian, 
like Lithuanian, tells us nothing about the actual accent curves of mobile 
preterits.

The corollary of what we have seen so far is that we are forced to rely on 
Old Prussian. This language reflects Balto-Slavic verb accentuation in a 

7  The clearest case is Latv. dial. pres. duôdu : inf. duõt (standard Latv. duôdu, duôt 
‘give’), cf. Sl. pres. *damь̍ AP c, inf. *dat̋i (< Bl.-Sl. *dō-̍tī < *doH-tī;̍ Hirt’s law). Unfor-
tunately, the preterit devu is ambiguous.
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more direct way than Lithuanian and Latvian but, as is well known, the texts 
at our disposal provide a very distorted image of the Old Prussian language. 
I give the forms reported in the handbooks with their Lithuanian cognates:8

1. *-ē- preterit: 
 ismigē III 10113 ‘fell asleep, užmìgo’;
 pertraūki III 10114 ‘pulled, užtráukė’;
 weddē-din III 10117 ‘led (her), vẽdė’.
2. *-ā- preterit:
 ymmi-ts I 135, jmmi-tz I 1312, ymmei-ts II 135, ymmey-ts II 1312, imma III 752, 

imma-ts III 757, 10113, 10117 ‘took (he), mė’;
 kūra III 10115 ‘created, kū́rė’;
 lima-tz I 136, lymu-czt II 136, līmau-ts III 753 ‘broke (he), lmė/lė́mė’;
 pro-wela-din I 134, II 134 ‘betrayed (him), *pravýlė’.
3. *-āi̯ā, *-ēi̯ā:
 bēi III 1074, bei III 1074, bhe III 9314 ‘was (without Lithuanian comparandum)’;
 bela I 119, bela-ts I 134, 1315, byla II 1111, byla-czt II 137, bila-ts II 1315, billai III 

1059 (1 sg.), billa III 1019, 10117, 1051, 1056, billā-ts 754, 759, 10525-26, 1132, billē III 
9314 ‘said (he), bylójo’;

 dai-ts I 136, dai-tz I 1314, dai-ts II 1314, day-ts II 136, dai III 753, 758, 10112 ‘gave 
(he), dãvė (*dúojo)’;

 driāudai III 11122 ‘forbad; draũdė (*draudójo?)’;
 en-deirā III 1073 ‘saw, dyrė́jo’;
 per-pīdai III 11120 ‘brought (without Lithuanian comparandum)’;
 po-glabū III 1137 ‘embraced, paglabójo’;
 po-stāi III 752, po-stai III 1131 ‘became, pastójo’;
 signai III 10525 ‘blessed, žegnójo’;
 teikū III 10522, teiku 10523, 10524 ‘made, tiẽkė/teĩkė (*teikójo)’;
 widdai III 1131 ‘saw, išvýdo’.

The only accentological inference from these facts I find virtually certain 
is that, if the preterits of the third group go back to *-āi̯ā, *-ēi̯ā, as generally 
assumed, it implies an early shortening *-āi̯ā, *-ēi̯ā > *-āi̯a, *-ēi̯a (> *-āi̯ə, 
*-ēi̯ə > *-āi̯, *-ēi̯, vel sim.) which, in turn, implies stress on the root or on 
the stem (*-āi̯̍ā, *-ēi̯̍ā), but not on the preterit marker (†-āi̯ā,̍ †-ēi̯ā)̍. This is 

8  E.g. S t ang  (1966a, 459f.), Smoc z yń s k i  (2005, 462–467), among others. I 
cannot here devote the necessary space to discuss Ko r t l a nd t ’s (2009, 283–285) alter-
native views on the Old Prussian preterit. 
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fully in accordance with the East Baltic and Slavic data.9 One should add, 
however, that the evidence includes mistakes (pret. endeirā : inf. endeirīt) and 
that the status of the forms without final -i is uncertain. This implies that it 
is unclear whether any confusion arose between these forms and real preterits 
in *-ē- and *-ā-.

As for the latter, if Lithuanian is taken as a guidance we find the following 
picture. OPr. weddē and pertraūki are correctly formed (Lith. vẽdė, užtráukė), 
but ismigē, kūra and, probably, prowela are not (Lith. užmìgo, kū́rė, *pravýlė). 
The case of lima I, lymu II, līmau III is a curious mix. The accented lengthened 
grade *lēm̍- of the root points to an ē-preterit (Lith. lmė), but the -u of līmu 
II/III (if līmauts III stands for *līmuts, as generally assumed) points to a 
relatively old ā-preterit (with *-ā > *-ū > *-u after labials and velars). This 
could suggest that the ā-preterit was in the process of being generalized when 
the Catechisms were composed, a conclusion supported by ymmi/ymmey I/II 
(Lith. mė) vs. imma III (without the change *-ā > *-ū after labial). However, 
I doubt the data at our disposal allow for such an ambitious conclusion. As 
for the topic discussed in this article, the root stress of pertraūki, kūra and  
līm(a)u-ts is in accordance with Lithuanian. The case of ymm(e)i/imma is hard 
to evaluate (contrast Lith. mė). OPr. weddē implies that mobile ē-preterits 
were accented on the preterit suffix, but its testimony is compromised by 
ismigē (with, apparently, wrong preterit suffix and wrong accentuation). 
We will return to the Old Prussian evidence below §9. For the moment it 
will be enough to say that the facts of this language are eye-catching, but 
(predictably) far from fully secure.

5. The result of our discussion in §4 is that S t ang  (1966a, 466f.) was 
probably right in most of his conclusions. The two preterit suffixes *-ā- and 
*-ē- could be both mobile and immobile. Mobility probably correlated with 
a-presents and some ia-presents, and immobility with nasal and sta-presents 
and with other ia-presents, most likely including those with a lengthened 
grade preterit. This is of course expected in a Balto-Slavic perspective and, 
thus, not terribly telling. One must immediately add, however, that the facts 
are far from unambiguous – and, therefore, that Stang’s correlations of preterit 

9  Lack of end stress is of course explainable through Hirt’s law, but in this paper I am 
only concerned with the reconstruction of late Balto-Slavic and Baltic forms, not with 
their origin or motivation.
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and present stem mobility cannot be regarded as certain from the Baltic 
evidence alone. As for the accent curves, OPr. weddē points to end stress in 
at least some forms, but the Old Prussian evidence is inherently insecure.

In short, little can be said about the accentuation of the Baltic preterit, 
and what we know is of a very general nature and still slightly uncertain. It 
seems evident that our understanding of this topic is unlikely to advance till 
new evidence comes to light. The new evidence, I submit, comes from an 
important feature of the Baltic ē-preterit we have not yet discussed: ablaut.10 
In the Baltic ia-presents ablaut is fully regulated by root structure:

1. Verbs with a long vowel or a diphthong (schematically: °ERC-, °EUC-, 
°ĒC-) regularly lack ablaut: Lith. deñgti, deñgia, deñgė ‘cover’, piẽšti, 
piẽšia, piẽšė ‘draw’, tuõkti, tuõkia, tuõkė ‘marry’. This is the largest 
groups of verbs of Lithuanian altogether.

2. Verbs with a short vowel (schematically: °ER-, °EU-, °EC-) regularly 
present a lengthened grade preterit whose tone mirrors that of the 
infinitive: nérti, nẽria, nrė ‘dive’, sveti, svẽria, svrė ‘weigh’, bliáuti, 
bliáuja, blióvė ‘bleat’, lkti, lẽkia, lkė ‘fly, run’, tpti, tùpia, tpė ‘perch’ 
(note that °EC-verbs have extended the lengthened grade of the preterit 
to the infinitive stem). Exceptions to the general rule exist, but are very 
rare (e.g. Lith. tati, tãria, tãrė ‘pronounce’, not †tõrė); see below §8.

This is not the place to discuss in detail the development of the Baltic ia-
presents.11 A certain degree of variation exists for every root structure, due 
to different causes. In our present connection the most important one is tone 
variation in non-ablauting ia-presents: about half of the ia-presents to acute 
roots have non-acute variants (grbti, -ia, -ė ~ grbti, -ia, -ė ‘rake’, sprsti, 
-ia, -ė ~ sprsti, -ia, -ė ‘decide’, dáužti, -ia, -ė ~ daũžti, -ia, -ė ‘strike’ etc.).12 
The acute is original in all controllable cases. In my view, the ablaut and 
tonal behavior of the ia-presents faces us with three important and, probably, 
interrelated questions:

10  Here I am only dealing with inner-paradigmatic ablaut, not with derivational ab-
laut. The characteristic zero grade of the Baltic ā-preterit (Lith. pirk̃ti, perk̃a, pirk̃o ‘buy’ 
etc.) is irrelevant in our present connection.

11  See Vi l l anuev a  Sven s son  (2014) for a more detailed treatment.
12 My informal counting based on the LKŽ yields about 900 ia-presents to °ERC-, 

°EUC-, °ĒC- roots with invariant non-acute, about 150 with invariant acute, and about 
150 with acute ~ non-acute variation. 
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1. The origin of the ablaut invariance of the non-ablauting ia-presents to 
roots in °ERC-, °EUC-, °ĒC-. This may seem a perplexing question. 
It must be noted, however, that an obviously archaic *-e-/-Ø- ablaut 
is well established in the Slavic je-presents (OCS pьsati, pišǫ, pьsaxъ 
‘write’, zьdati, ziždǫ, zьdaxъ ‘build’, etc.).

2. The origin of the characteristic lengthened-grade preterit of the 
ablauting ia-presents to roots in °ER-, °EU-, °EC-.

3. The origin of the tone variation of original acute roots to non-ablauting 
ia-presents (roots in °ERC-, °EUC-, °ĒC-).

Question 1 is almost never posed in this way. It is, however, a question 
that necessarily must be posed if a proper Balto-Slavic approach is taken. In 
part it has already been answered (§3). The creation of the ē-preterit entailed 
adoption of the inherited Balto-Slavic ā-aorist to the present stem in the 
case of *-a- and *-- presents: aor. *piš-ā- >> *peš-iā- on pres. *peš-a- 
(whence, later, inf. *piš-tī >> *peš-ti). Being founded on the present stem, 
new preterits like *peš-iā- adopted the ablaut grade of the present stem as 
well. Be it as it may, full grade *peš-iā- is clearly the starting point for Baltic 
regardless of how this form came into being.13

As for Question 2 (the only one that has received some attention in the 
literature), the regularity of the Baltic lengthened-grade preterit practically 
proves that we are dealing with a relatively recent development arising 
through some type of phonetic development.14 This almost automatically 
implies that the appearance of the lengthened grade was somehow related to 
the development *-iā > *-ē. This leads us to our next question: the phonetics 
of Baltic circumflex metatony. 

13  It is important to stress that *peš-iā- (or, if the scenario presented in §6 is not 
accepted, *peš-ā-) is the only reasonable starting point for Baltic *pe̍š-ē (Lith. piẽšė) 
because this point should not be mixed up with the very origin of early Bl. *peš-iā-. 
While it is clear that *peš-iā- somehow replaced Bl.-Sl. aor. *piš-ā- (OCS pьsaxъ) and 
that the *-i()- of *-iā- must somehow have been taken from the present stem, we still 
lack a proper scenario of how and why did this happen. A detailed discussion, however, 
would vastly exceed the limits of this article.    

14  In my view, this argument is so simple and obvious that I would definitely put the 
burden of proof on scholars assuming that the Baltic lengthened grade preterit goes back 
to the sigmatic aorist, to “Narten aorists”, or to still some other PIE source.
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6. Metatony in Baltic can of course not be addressed at length within the 
limits of this article. Here we are only concerned with circumflex metatony, 
and more specifically with the phonetics of the process leading to it. The 
modern understanding of Baltic circumflex metatony goes back to St ang 
(1966b), who argued that it arose in two instances of stress retraction:

1. Proto-Baltic retraction from *-ı-̍ in *-ı̍a-, *-ı̍ā-, *-ı̍u- (Bl. nom. sg. *-īs, *-ē, 
*-us), e.g. Lith. girñius AP 2 ‘millstone cutter’ (← gìrna AP 1 ‘millstone’), aũkštis 
AP 2 ‘height’ (← áukštas AP 3 ‘high’), žol AP 4 ‘grass’ (← žãlias AP 4 ‘green’).

2. Proto-East-Baltic retraction from *-as̍ (Nieminen’s law), e.g. stõtas AP 2 ‘build, 
frame’ (← stóti(s) ‘stand up’), giñklas AP 2 ‘weapon’ (← gìnti ‘defend’).

Stang’s retraction from *-ı̍- has been universally accepted; retraction from 
*-as̍ has not.15 Here it will be enough to note that metatony in o-stems like 
stõtas is far less systematic than in “*-ı̍- stems” like aũkštis and, accordingly, 
can be explained as analogical (as is necessarily the case in ā-stems like tvorà 
AP 4 ‘fence’ ← tvérti ‘fix, fence’). Besides, cases like giñklas can be explained 
in a completely different way (cf. Niko laev  1989; Vi l l anueva  Svens son 
2023a, 207–216).

Subsequent research, on the other hand, has added some new elements. 
La r s son  (2004a; 2004b) showed that retraction from *-ı̍- produced 
compensatory lengthening in disyllabic stems: Lith. gris AP 2 ‘goodness’ 
(← gẽras ‘good’), mõlė AP 2/4 ‘grinding’ (← málti ‘grind’). Note that 
nouns affected by this sound law regularly belong to Accentual Paradigm 
2 (put otherwise, the result are immobiles with non-acute long vowel). 
In Vi l l anueva  Svens son (2014) I argued that the double effect of the 
development *-iā > *-ē is seen in the verb as well: compensatory lengthening 
gave rise to the lengthened grade ē-preterit (Lith. svrė < *ser-iā-, to sveti, 
svẽria ‘weigh’), circumflex metatony to the tone variation sprsti, -ia, -ė ~ 
sprsti, -ia, -ė (our Question 3 above §5).

As for the mechanism leading to circumflex metatony and compensatory 
lengthening, I refer to Vi l l anueva  Svens son (2023a, 72f.) for criticism 
of the idea that it was due to stress retraction from *-ı̍-. The main argument 
is that compensatory lengthening does not otherwise arise though stress 

15  The major exception is De r k s en  (1996). I cannot here discuss this scholar’s ac-
ceptance of Nieminen’s law as a source of metatony (criticism in Vi l l a nuev a  Sven s -
s on  2023a, 70, 214f.).
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retraction, but through segment deletion (CVC. > CV:, less frequently 
CVCV > CV:C).16 Another handicap of the stress retraction approach is that 
the alleged stress of *-ı̍- is almost never justified (in the case of the ē-preterit, 
for instance, I can see no justification for the alleged preforms “*ser-ı̍ā”, 
“*sprend-ı̍ā”). As an alternative, in Vi l l anueva  Svens son (2023a, 
72f.) I have argued that the *-i- of *-i- was weakened to *-ə-, henceforth 
losing its stressability. If the stress stood on the first *-i-, it was retracted 
to the preceding syllable (*-ı̍- > *ˈ-ə-). Loss of *-ə- in *-ə- > *-- added 
a component of extra length on the preceding syllable, which, if stressed, 
was phonologized as compensatory lengthening in the case of original short 
vowels and as circumflex metatony in the case of acute roots.17 Schematically:

*gerı̍as > *gerə̍əs > *ger̍əəs > *gēr̍əs > *gēr̍is > *gēr̍īs (Lith. gris);
*źalı̍ā > *źalə̍ā > *źal̍əā > *źāl̍ā > *[źāl̍ē] > *źāl̍ē (Lith. žol).
*bēgı̍as > *bēgə̍əs > *bēg̍əəs > *bēg̍əs > *bēg̍is > *bēg̍īs (Lith. bgis);
*spren̍diā > *spren̍dəā > *spren̍dā > *[spren̍dē] > *spren̍dē (Lith. dial. spreñdė).

There are two important points to be retained from this scenario. First, 
stress retraction *-ı̍- > *ˈ-ə- certainly took place (note the pre-suffixal stress 
of words like gelẽžius AP 2 ‘blacksmith’ or mėlỹnis AP 2 ‘blue color’, which, 
as already stressed by Stang 1966b, can hardly be explained in a different 
way), but was not involved in the process leading to circumflex metatony 
and compensatory lengthening. These were due to the loss of *-ə- and only 
took place when the root vowel was stressed. Stress on the root was probably 
simply inherited in many cases. In other words, the ultimate antecedent of 
Lith. gris, žol, bgis may well have been *ger̍ias, *źal̍iā, *bēg̍ias and not 
*gerı̍as, *źalı̍ā, *bēgı̍as (as I have tacitly favored only in order to avoid too 
abrupt a break with tradition). Second, the development *-iā > *-ē was not a 
matter of “contraction” (as usually, but improperly called). It took place after 
the loss of *-ə- and only affected *-ā (fronting *-ā > *-ē followed by loss 
of *-- between consonants and front vowels, *-ē > *-ē). If a word inherited 
*-ā, no circumflex metatony or compensatory lengthening took place (e.g. 
Bl.-Sl. *źem̍ā ‘earth’ > Lith. žẽmė AP 2, Sl. *zemlja ̍AP b).

16 See K av i t s k ay a  (2002). 
17  This account implies that the Balto-Slavic non-acute was a falling tone realized 

with extra length of the first mora. See Vi l l a nuev a  Sven s s on  (2023a, 56–121) for 
justification.
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The implications of this account for nominal accentuation are still to be 
worked out in detail. In the next sections we will be concerned with its 
implications for the accentuation of the Baltic preterit.

7. The Baltic ē-preterit is the result of a complicated history. The first step, 
expansion of the ā-preterit as the only preterit suffix of the language, need 
not deter us here. The second step was adoption of *-i()- from the present 
stem and (presumably) concomitant adoption of its ablaut grade (§§3, 5):

Bl.-Sl. *pıs̍-tī, *pe̍s-e/a-, *pıs̍-ā- (cf. Sl. *pьsat̋i, *pišjǫ ̍ AP b) >> Bl. *pe̍s-ti, *pe̍s-
a, *pe̍s-iā.

As far as I can see, this change is unlikely to have involved accentual 
changes. An important question I will have to leave open is the date of the 
abundant transfers of a-presents and other verbal classes to the dominant 
class of the Baltic ia-presents. Theoretically, a-presents could have kept their 
mobility after becoming ia-presents, but this is far from certain and is only 
tangentially related to our main topic. Cases like Bl.-Sl. *pıs̍-tī, *pe̍s-e/a-, 
*pıs̍-ā- → Bl. *pe̍s-ti, *pe̍s-a, *pe̍s-iā must have constituted the original 
core of what was to become the “classical” inflection of the Baltic ia-presents 
(§5). The regularity of the lengthened grade preterit to roots in °ER-, °EU-, 
°EC- (Lith. sveti, svẽria, svrė ‘weigh’, lkti, lẽkia, lkė ‘fly, run’, etc.) has two 
implications:

1. The preterit marker was *-iā (> *-əā > *-ā > *-ē > *-ē), not *-ā. It 
is not obvious to me why adaptation of the preterit to the present stem 
resulted in *-iā and not in *-ā. At any rate, early Baltic pret. *-iā is 
secured by the available evidence.

2. In a sizable majority of verbs, the stress stood on the root when the 
development *-əā > *-ā took place. Theoretically, root stress could be 
due to stress retraction (*lek-ı̍ā > *lek̍-əā), but it is much simpler to 
suppose that the stress was on the root from the very beginning (*lek̍-
iā > *lek̍-əā > *lēk̍-ā > *lēk̍-ē). See below §8 for an argument proving 
that the stress was indeed on the root.

From a Balto-Slavic perspective the second conclusion is unremarkable 
(Slavic je-presents are normally immobile), but it is surely welcome to have an 
inner-Baltic argument supporting the immobility of e/o-presents in Balto-
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Slavic. It follows that the preponderant broken tone of Latvian ia-presents to 
acute roots and the mobility of Lithuanian ia-presents to light roots rest on 
(independent?) innovations. The widespread presence of non-acute variants 
to acute roots (sprsti, -ia, -ė ~ sprsti, -ia, -ė) also finds a natural explanation 
if the stress usually stood on the root, as loss of *-ə- in *-iā > *-əā > *-ā (> 
*-ē) gave rise to both compensatory lengthening and circumflex metatony.18

8. The results of the preceding section still tell us nothing about the accent 
curves of mobile preterits. Luckily, Slavic je-presents were not exclusively 
immobile. The same almost certainly holds true for Balto-Slavic. In Slavic 
all je-presents to roots ending in an obstruent are immobile and all of them 
have a second stem in -a- going back to the Balto-Slavic ā-aorist (e.g. *česti, 
*češǫ ̍AP b ‘comb’, *rěz̋ati, *rěž̋ǫ AP a ‘cut’, *lьzti, *ližǫ ̍AP b ‘lick’, etc.). 
Roots ending in a resonant, a glide, or a long vowel, on the other hand, 
include both mobiles and immobiles and verbs with and without second stem 
in -a- (e.g. *pőrti, *porjǫ ̍AP b ‘unstitch’ vs. *orti, *ȍrjǫ AP c ‘plough’; *šti, 
*šjǫ AP a ‘sew’ vs. *žьvti, *žȋjǫ AP c ‘chew’; *ljati, *ljǫ AP a ‘bark’ vs. 
*blějti, *blě̑jǫ AP c ‘bleat’). Mobility and the absence of a second stem in -a- 
do not necessarily correlate with each other. Both features are less common 
than immobility and the presence of a second stem in -a-, but are not very 
rare either.

The picture of the Slavic je-presents has two implications for Baltic: a) most 
ia-presents were immobile and had an inherited ā-aorist. As just noted (§8), 
this is now fully confirmed by Baltic; b) Baltic inherited some mobile ia-
pre sents as well (and some verbs without an inherited ā-aorist, though this 
cannot be seen in Baltic). The question now is whether any trace of mobile 
ia-presents survived into historical times. Since the preterit is the main 
reason to assume that Baltic ia-presents were normally immobile, irregular 
preterits may provide evidence for inherited mobility. Three patterns come 
into consideration:

18  As noted in §3, the ē-preterit was also original in the type sakýti, sãko, sãkė and, 
more generally, in formations continuing a Balto-Slavic ī-present (PIE *-ee/o-, cf. Vi l -
l a nuev a  Sven s s on  2023b, 47–51). These display neither compensatory lengthening 
nor circumflex metatony. It must remain a task for the future to see whether this is due to 
analogy, to the fact that inherited ī-verbs were often mobile, or to still some other cause.
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1. Bl. ā-preterits beside ia-presents, e.g. Lith. léisti, léidžia, léido ‘let’;
2. Bl. ē-preterits beside ia-presents, but without the expected lengthened 

grade, e.g. tart̃i, tãria, tãrė ‘pronounce’;
3. Bl. ē-preterits beside other present stems, e.g. giti, gìmsta, gìmė ‘be 

born’.

The standard explanation for the first pattern is that the ia-present 
replaced another present stem (normally an a-present) at a recent date (cf. 
Lith. grū́sti, -džia, -do [dial. -dė] ‘crush’, where pres. grū́da is attested in the 
dialects). Unexpected lack of lengthened grade is even rarer and has different 
causes. Thus, tart̃i, tãria, tãrė has replaced a paradigm tarýti, tãria, tãrė, still 
preserved in Old Lithuanian. Lith. káuti, káuja, kóvė, Latv. kaût, kaûju, 
kâvu have a dialectal preterit Lith. kãvo, Latv. kavu that clearly points to an 
inherited a-present, cf. Sl. *kovat̋i, *kȍvǫ AP c ‘forge’. An even clearer case is 
Lith. šáuti, šáuja, šóvė (dial. šãvo, šãvė) ‘shoot; shove’, though the a-present 
is unsupported by comparative evidence (Latv. šaũt, šaũju, šãvu, without 
variants, Sl. *sovat̋i, *sovaj̋ǫ ‘shove’). Lith. gáuti, gáuna (gáuja), gãvo (góvė), 
Latv. gaut, gauju/-nu, gavu (gāvu) ‘get’, finally, inherited a nasal present, cf. 
OPr. inf. -gaūt, pres. -gaunai, 1 pl. -gaunimai.

Cases like these are important for a variety of reasons, but do not provide 
information on the ē-preterit as such. There is, however, one verb that 
certainly does. PIE *h2arh3-e/o- ‘plough’ is one of the best established Indo-
European e/o-presents altogether (Gk. ἀρόω, Lat. arō, -āre, Gmc. *arjanan, 
Celt. *are-; LIV, 272). It is clearly continued as such in Balto-Slavic (Lith. 
árti, ãria, Sl. *orti, *ȍrjǫ AP c ‘plough’). This verb is mobile in Slavic. Since 
mobility is exceptional in the Slavic je-presents, it must be inherited from 
Balto-Slavic. Since je-presents without second stem in -a- are well attested 
in roots ending in a resonant, the second stem -a- of Sl. *orti, *ȍrjǫ must 
be inherited as well (i.e., it continues a Balto-Slavic ā-aorist). Thus, Slavic 
allows us to reconstruct a paradigm Bl.-Sl. inf. *ar-tī,̍ pres. 1 sg. *àr-ō, 3 sg. 
*ar-e-tı,̍ aor. 3 sg. *ar-ā ̍(see below for the accentuation).

What makes this verb so remarkable is that it is also irregular in Baltic. 
Lith. árti, ãria, ãrė has an ē-preterit, but without the expected lengthened 
grade. This is fully exceptional for roots ending in a resonant (the other case, 
Lith. tart̃i, tãria, tãrė, has been explained above). The regularization órė is 
attested in the dialects, but the far more widespread ãrė is lectio difficilior. 
There are no recorded variants with the ā-preterit. The pristine picture of 
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Lithuanian is complicated by Latv. at, aŗu, aru, without lengthened grade, 
but with an ā-preterit even in dialects in which the ē-preterit is well preserved. 
To put it in Lithuanian-like terms, Latvian appears to have chosen a curious 
regularization strategy ãrė → *ãro. The motivation lies in the development of 
inherited o-grade primary presents (‘molō-presents’) in Latvian.19 Inherited 
molō-presents normally have a-presents in Baltic, cf. Lith. málti, mãla, mãlė 
‘grind’, kálti, kãla, kãlė ‘forge’, bárti, bãra, bãrė ‘scold’, kàsti, kãsa, kãsė 
‘dig’. The ē-preterit of mãlė, kãlė, bãrė, kãsė is an innovation.20 The original 
ā-preterit mãlo, kãlo, bãro, kãso is well attested in Lithuanian dialects and 
is the only one known in Latvian. In Latvian the presents *mala, *kala etc. 
have been regularly replaced by ia-presents *mala, *kala etc.: mal̃t, maļu, 
malu ‘grind’, kal̃t, kaļu, kalu ‘forge’, bãrt, baŗu, baru/bãru ‘scold’, kast, kasu/ 
kašu, kasu ‘dig’. They kept their non-lengthened grade ā-preterit, though, 
which doubtless led speakers to extract the rule that ia-presents with root 
vocalism -a- have an ā-preterit without lengthened grade. Note that even the 
inherited ia-present kãrt, kaŗu, kãru ‘hang (tr.)’ (Lith. kárti, kãria, kórė ‘id.’, 
without variants) acquired a preterit variant *karu (cf. ME 2, 200). In short, 
the Baltic preterit of the verb ‘to plough’ was clearly *arē,̍ not the expected 
*ār̍ē.

It is time to join the mobility of Slavic with the irregular preterit of Baltic. 
It is obvious that the early Baltic preterit was not *ar̍iā (this verb was not 
immobile) or *àriā (with an enclinomenon that would probably have been 
treated like *ar̍iā, as Baltic otherwise never distinguishes between forms 
with initial lexical stress and enclinomena as far as segmental phonology is 
concerned). It cannot have been *arı̍ā either, as the stress would have been 
retracted in *arı̍ā > *ar̍əā. The result of all these forms would have been 
*ār̍ē, which would certainly not have been altered to the irregular *arē ̍ (or 
*ar̍ē). The inescapable conclusion is that the stress was on the preterit suffix 
*-ā:̍ *ariā,̍ whence by regular sound change *arəā ̍> *arā ̍> *arē ̍> *arē.̍ 
The simplest account of the final stress of *ariā ̍ is that it simply kept the 
stress of the inherited ā-aorist: Bl.(-Sl.) *arā ̍>> *ariā.̍ This in turn implies 
that the Balto-Slavic ā-aorist to mobile verbs was stressed on the *-ā ̍in the 
3rd singular.

19  The PIE background of these verbs cannot be discussed here; see J a s ano f f 
(2003, 64–90). Their development in Balto-Slavic is studied in Vi l l a nuev a  Sven s -
s on  (2011b).

20  As is the communis opinio, e.g. S t a ng  (1966a, 380); S chm id  (1967, 119).
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9. Being irregular in both Baltic and Slavic, the verb ‘to plough’ is an 
almost ideal witness of prehistoric morphology (and accentology). Needless 
to say, it would be desirable to have some more evidence supporting the 
conclusion that Lith. pret. ãrė continues Bl. *arē ̍< *arəā ̍< *ariā ̍<< Bl.-Sl. 
*arā.̍ I am aware of two pieces of evidence, both slightly problematic.

There is, first, the Old Prussian evidence quoted above §4. The ē-preterits 
OPr. weddē and pertraūki are certainly compatible with the results obtained 
in §§7–8. The ē-preterit of Lith. vèsti, vẽda, vẽdė ‘lead’ is an innovation, but 
an innovation going back to Proto-Baltic.21 Since simple thematic presents 
like vẽda were mobile (cf. Sl. *vestı,̍ *vȅdǫ AP c) one expects the preterit 
to be mobile as well: OPr. weddē = Bl *arē.̍ OPr. pertraūki ‘pulled’, on the 
other hand, is in accordance with the immobile character of the vast majority 
of Baltic ia-presents. The same holds true for Ench. kūra ‘created’ and  
līm(a)u-ts ‘broke’, though their ā-preterit must be innovative (or, conceivably, 
an artificial product of Abel Will’s idiolect). This is obviously the case of 
Ench. imma ‘took’ vs. I/II ymmi, ymmei. If this stands for /i̍mē̆/, as seems 
likely, its immobility is in accordance with Sl. *jętı,̍ *jьmǫ ̍AP b ‘take’ (even 
though the root vowel of the preterit is innovative vis-à-vis Lith. mė). I 
doubt much can be inferred from I/II prowela ‘betrayed’, as is generally the 
case of material from the first two Catechisms. Finally, ismigē ‘fell asleep’ 
appears to be an unquestionable mistake (Lith. užmìgo), but see immediately 
below for the possibility that we are dealing with a genuine form.

Overall, Old Prussian confirms the views defended in this article 
reasonably well. As noted above (§4), however, the evidence of this language 
is surrounded with too many uncertainties to be fully trusted. We move to 
the second piece of evidence.

A number of Baltic ē-preterits do not stand beside ia-presents and do not 
look secondary either (unlike Lith. vẽdė ‘led’, mãlė ‘ground’, gýnė ‘defended’, 
mùšė ‘beat’ and other innovated ē-preterits to a-presents). Significantly, 
almost all are intransitive and belong to the realm of nasal and sta-presents 
(which regularly have the ā-preterit): Lith. dìlti, dỹla, dìlo (dial. diti, dẽla, dìlė) 
‘wear out; vanish’; giti, gìmsta (OLith. gẽma), gìmė ‘be born’; gul̃ti, gùla, gùlė 
‘lie down’; miñti, mẽna, mìnė ‘remember, recall’; miti, mìršta, mìrė ‘die’; pùlti, 
púola, púolė ‘fall’; skàsti, skañta, skãto (dial. skãtė) ‘spring, hop’; svìlti, svỹla, 
svìlo (dial. sviti, svẽla, svìlė) ‘scorch’, tàpti, tapa, tãpo (dial. tãpė) ‘become’; 

21  Cf. Vi l l a nuev a  Sven s s on  (2005, 243f.).
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vìrti, vérda, vìrė ‘boil (tr./intr.)’; Latv. nãkt, nãku, nãcu ‘come’ (Lith. nókti, 
-sta, -o ‘ripen’).

In Vi l l anueva  Svens son (2005, 248–251; 2011a, 46–55) I have argued 
that (most of) these verbs had ia-presents at an early stage of Proto-Baltic, in 
their turn inherited from a Balto-Slavic class of inchoative e/a-presents best 
preserved in Slavic (cf. Tedesco  1948). The ē-preterit would then be regular 
(Bl. *gimiā > *gimē > Lith. gìmė). It is curious that none of them has a 
lengthened grade preterit, though. The only verb in the set with a cognate in 
Slavic is the verb ‘to die’: Lith miti, mìršta, mìrė = Sl. *mert, *mьȑ(j)ǫ AP c 
‘die’. The present is *mьre- in most of Slavic, but there is relatively abundant 
evidence pointing to an original je-present mьrje-, cf. Koch (1990, 443f.). 
Like Sl. *orti, *ȍrjǫ ‘plough’, the verb ‘to die’ is mobile. If this is inherited 
(and not a side effect of its general transfer to the class of the e-presents), 
Lith. mìrė falls entirely into place: Bl.-Sl. *mer(-s)- (Sl. aor. *merxъ̍, *mȇrtъ) 
>> Bl. *mer-ā ̍or *mir-ā ̍>> *mir-iā ̍(on pres. *mir-e/a-) > *mirəā ̍> *mirā ̍ 
> *mirē ̍> *mirē.̍

Unfortunately, it is impossible to know whether this scenario works for the 
other verbs as well. The idea that a sizable number of inherited Balto-Slavic 
inchoative e/a-presents were mobile could be supported by OPr. ismigē, but 
I am not aware of supportive evidence from Slavic (where, on the other hand, 
inchoative je-presents were regularly transferred to the class of nǫ-inchoatives, 
which are regularly immobile). At present I certainly do not exclude other 
scenarios to account for the root vocalism of the type Lith. mìrė, gìmė etc., 
including mere analogy (in the end, these verbs have not the slightest trace 
of ia-presents in Baltic other than the ē-preterit itself).

10. Reconstruction of prehistoric Balto-Slavic stress position is often 
hard-won and the formations discussed in this article provide an egregious 
example.22 The accentuation of the Baltic ā-preterit cannot be reconstructed 
on the available evidence. In the case of the ē-preterit, however, the pattern 
that became productive in Baltic necessarily demands root stress in most  
ia-presents. This is fully in accordance with the accentological behavior of 
the Slavic je-presents. It follows that the widespread “mobility” of ia-presents 
in Lithuanian and Latvian is an innovation. The verb ‘to plough’ allows us to 
reconstruct end accentuation for (at least) the 3rd person of mobile ē-preterits: 
*arē.̍ This can only continue early Baltic *ariā,̍ which in turn implies that 

22 See Ma j e r  (2017) for another recent example.
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the Balto-Slavic ā-aorist had 3rd sg. *arā,̍ with stress on the aorist marker *-ā. 
This is probably supported OPr. weddē ‘led’ and Lith. mìrė ‘died’, though this 
is not absolutely certain.

If correct, this reconstruction raises some new questions. Here I will limit 
myself to highlight one of them. The final stress of Bl.-Sl. 3rd sg. *arā,̍ if 
correctly reconstructed, contrasts with the accentuation of the 2nd/3rd sg. 
of the Slavic aorist, which is an enclinomenon in mobile verbs: *vȅde ‘led’, 
*vȇlče ‘draged’, *bl’ȗde ‘watched’, *dȇrtъ ‘tore’, *plȗtъ ‘swam’, *žьd̏a ‘waited’, 
*bьȑa ‘took’, *ȃvi ‘showed’ etc. At present it is hard to say whether this is a 
real problem. Historically, the Slavic aorist is a combination of PIE aorist 
and imperfect forms, the latter being found, precisely, in the 2nd/3rd sg. 
ending. Thus, it is uncertain whether forms like *vȅde or *vȇlče actually tell 
us anything about the Balto-Slavic aorist. If we assume they do, early Baltic 
could have generalized final accentuation from the other endings (cf. Sl. 1 sg. 
*věsъ̍, *velxъ̍ etc.), though I find this curious (the Baltic preterit paradigms 
were evidently rebuilt on the 3rd person singular). Could it be the case that Bl. 
*arē ̍(Bl.-Sl. *arā)̍ has preserved the only certain relic of the original stress 
of the Balto-Slavic 3rd sg. aorist? I feel reluctant to draw such an ambitious 
conclusion from just one irregular form, but at present I do not believe we 
can exclude such a possibility. It is clear, at any rate, that more work is 
needed on the accentuation of the Balto-Slavic aorist. 

BALTŲ KALBŲ BŪTOJO LAIKO (IR BALTŲ-SLAVŲ ā-AORISTO) 
KIRČIAVIMAS

Santrauka

Prabaltų -ē- preteritai šalia -ia- prezensų įprastai buvo kirčiuoti šaknyje, kaip lauktina 
iš baltų-slavų perspektyvos ir kaip dabar rodo naujas požiūris į baltų cirkumfleksinę 
metatoniją ir su ja susijusius reiškinius. Mobilieji -ē- preteritai buvo kirčiuoti galūnėje: 
bl. *arē ̍(lie. ãrė). Savo ruožtu bl. *arē ̍kilo iš ankstyvojo bl. *ariā,̍ o tai rodo, kad baltų-
slavų mobilieji -ā- aoristai buvo kirčiuoti aoristo priesagoje bent 3 a. vns. formoje: bl.-sl. 
*ar-ā.̍
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